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Item Text
An authority act malified when it is
motivated by ____________
Tribunals are bound to follow
______________
A person may also ___________ his
objections to an adjudicator on the ground
of bias
A statute may ___________ the rule of bias
and obligate an official to adjudicate upon a
matter irrespective of his own interest
therein
If the adudicator is a friend, relative or
business associate of some party to dispute,
will this personal bias operate to disqualify
the adjudicator from hearing the dispute?
i) Hearing means giving an opportunity to
the accused person to rebut the charges
made agaisnt him ii) There is no right of oral
hearing in all circumstance.
Rule of ____________ is essentially
procedural rule that ensure fairness in the
process of exercise of governmental process.

Find correct answer:

Option Text 1

Option Text 2

Option Text 3

Option Text 4

Bias
Principles of
evidence

Equal Treatment
Principles of unjust
enrichment

Good faith
Principles of
Faith

Equity

Wave

Claim

Reject

Leave

Include

beyond powers

Exterminate

Corrective

No

Yes

It depends upon
the discretion of
the court

It depends upon the facts of the
case

i - is true but ii- is
false

i- is false but ii- is
true

both i and ii are
true

There is no opportunity given

Natural justice
Administrative law
is a branch of public
law and is only a
part of
Constitutional law.
It cannot control
the Constitutional
law.

Precedent

Crimes

Delegated Legislation

Administrative law
is a branch of
private law.

Administrative
law is
independent to
Constitutional
law.

Administrative law is neither the
branch of public law nor of
private law, but a part of
Constitutional law.

Criminal Liability

What is the part of basic structure of the
constituiton ?

In the following test the deligated legislation
must satisfy that
Separation of Judiciary from executive is
given in article

Which one of the following is not a key
feature of the separation of powers?

In a landmark decision, the Apex Court
of India has ruled that ‘Rule of Law’
constitutes one of the ‘Basic Structure’ of
the Constitution of India which even the
plenary power of Parliament cannot reach
to amend.This landmark decision is,
The Privy Council applied the doctrine of
‘Conditional Legislation’ in the matter
of—
A delegated legislation may be held valid
on the ground of----

It must confirm to
the provisions of
the statute under
which it is framed

Directive Principles
of state
It must not come
within the scope of
rule making power
conferred by the
parent act on the
authority framing
the rule

Article 49

Artcile 50

Article 51

Article 52

The same persons
should not form
part of more than
one of the three
organs of
government.
A. K. Kriapak V.
Union of India

One organ of
government
should not
control or
interfere with the
work of another.
Keshavanand
Bharti V. State
of Kerala

Everyone is
equally subject
to the law.

One organ of government
should not exercise the
functions of another.

AIR India V.
Nargesh
Meerza

Re Delhi Laws Act

Jatindranath
Gupta v/s
Province of Bihar
Parent act is
unconstitutional

Harishankar
Bagla v/s State of
M.P.
Mala fide: bad
faith

Narendra
King v. Benori Lal Sharma
kumar v/s
U.O.I.
Where
Where Parent Act delegates
delegated
incidental legislative functions
legislation is
unconstitutional

Judicial review

Amendment

Appointment of Judges

It must be
sanctioned by
Prime minister

It must be sanctioned by CJI

The term ‘Rule of Law’ is derived from
the French phrase ‘La Principe de
Legality’ which means ---Delegated Legislation means delegation
of power ----Delegatus non potest delegare means-

Principle of
Legality

Principle of
Equality

Principle of
Separation

Principle of Supremacy

From executive to
judiciary
A delegate can
further delegate

From judiciary
to legislative
delegation is
bad in law

From legislative to executives.

Which function can be delegated?

Essential
legislative
functions
Essential
legislative
functions

From minister
to executives
A delegate
cannot further
delegate
Repeal of Law

Retrospective
Operation

Inclusion

Suspension

Commencement

Which function cannot be delegated?

Exclusion

delegation is not provided to
delegate

